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1. Introduction.

Let D be a finitely connected plane domain, having more than two non-
degenerate boundary components. We may assume that D is bounded by analytic
curves.

An analytic map f(z) of D is called boundary preserving, if every sequence
{̂ }Γ=i of D tending to the boundary 3D is mapped onto a sequence {/fe)}~=i
tending to the boundary of the image domain A=f(D). A boundary preserving
map f(z) of D covers the image domain Δ finitely many times, N. By making
use of circular slit mappings, we shall show a uniqueness theorem of an analytic
map f(z).

A boundary preserving map f(z) is extended over the doubled surface ί)
and the extended map f{z) is an analytic map of the closed Riemann surface ΐ)
onto the doubled surface Δ. The Seveli -deFranchis' Theorem [3] states that
the number of analytic map from a compact Riemann surface D of genus greater
than one into a compact Riemann surface A of genus greater than one is finite.
Recently A. Howard and A. Sommes [2] gave a bound of the number of analytic
maps of a compact Reimann surface of genus g^2, which was

If the connectivity of D in n ^ 3 , the genus of D is equal to n - 1 . As an ap-
plication of the uniqueness theorem we obtain a simple bound of the number of
boundary preserving maps of D into domain of connectivity ^ 3

2. Uniqueness problem.

Let D be an n-ply connected plane domain bounded by n analytic curves.
Let f(z) be an boundary preserving analytic map of D onto an ra-ply connected
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domain Δ, with m>2. Suppose that f(z) covers Δ N times. The number TV is
called the degree of /. For two boundary components au a2 of Δ, let {Ciι)}ξ^
and {Cv

(2)}ίLi be their inverse images under f{z) respectively. If a boundary
component C covers aλ k times (k<^N), we write C k times in {C£υ}ίLi. We
prove

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) and g(z) be two boundary preserving analytic maps
whose image domains are A and Ω respectively. If they have the same inverse
images {Cί1}}ίLi and {C^}ξ=u then there exists a conformal mapping φ of Ω onto
Δ such that f(z)-φ(g(z)).

Proof. The analytic maps f{z) and g(z) carry {Cv

(i)}jLi onto boundary com-
ponents a3 of Δ and β3 of Ω respectively (/—I, 2). There exists circular slit
annulus mappings ΦL and ΦΩ which map ax and βx onto the unit circles, a2 and
β2 onto two circles with radii greater than 1, and the other boundary com-
ponents (if any) onto circular slits centered at the origin.

We consider a module problem for the family Γ of cycles {γ} which separates
{C^JίLx and {C^}ξ=ι. Then two metrics

1
2πN

1
2πN

dΦL

ΦL

dΦΩ

ΦΩ

2πN\Φh(f(z))\
and

\ΦΏ(g(z))\\g\z)\

•\dz\

2πN\ΦΩ{g{z))\

defines the extremal metrics. Since the extremal metric is unique [4,5], we have

By integration, we deduce that eιλ—l and ΦL(f(z))—eίθΦΩ(g(z)). Thus we
obtain

f(z)=φ(g(z)),
with

Remark. The finiteness of connectivity of D is inessential, if the boundary
components ax and a2 are both nonweak [4]. In this case the uniqueness of
the extremal metrics is true [4, 5] and Theorem 1 is valid.

When Ω coincides with Δ, we obtain

COROLLARY. Among boundary preserving analytic maps of D onto A with
both connectivities ^ 3 , a distribution of the inverse images of three boundary
components of A determines a unique analytic map.

Proof. Let au a2 and a3 be three boundary components of Δ. By making
use of a circular slit annulus mapping ΦL(w) of Δ, which carries a1 and a2 onto
the circles | φ Δ | = l and | Φ Δ | = 7 ? > 1 respectively, we have
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The third boundary component az is carried onto a circular slit. We have eiθ=l
and f(z)=g(z).

3. The number of analytic maps.

In this section we assume that the connectivity n of a domain D is greater
than two. Let f(z) be a boundary preserving map of D onto Δ whose connec-
tivity m is greater than two.

A boundary preserving map g(z) of D is said to be equivalent to f(z) if
there exists a conformal mapping φ of the image domain Ω under g, which is
not a non-identity self conformal mapping of Δ and satisfies f(z)=φ(g(z)). We
estimate the number of equivalence classes of all boundary preserving maps f(z).

We prove

THEOREM 2. The number of equivalence classes of boundary preserving an-
alytic maps of an n-ply connected domain D is at most (n— 2)24n"6.

Proof. Let f(z) be a boundary preserving map of degree N. Since / is
boundary preserving, / has no branch points on the boundary. The total order
of branch points in D is denoted by V. Then the Riemann-Hurwitz relation
gives

n-2=N(m-2)+V,

m being the connectivity of Δ Ξ>3. Then we have

We may assume that Δ is a circular slit annulus such that ax and a2 are the
unit circle and a circle with radius greater than 1. We deduce from Theorem
1 and its corollary that the number of choices of inverse images of ax and a2

is bounded by nH% where nHN means the multiple combination. After the
inverse images of ax and a2 are determined, there remain m—2 possibilities of
rotations, since the number of circular slits is equal to m—2. Thus the total
number of such maps is dominated by

Σ\m-2)nH
2

N^(n-2) Σ \ + * - I C &
if l N l
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4. Special cases.

We denote by An the maximal number of the equivalence classes of boundary
preserving analytic maps of n-ply connected domains D, bounded by n analytic
curves. In the case n=3, the Riemann-Hurwitz relation shows that N=l. The
maximal number of conformal self mappings was determined by Heins [1].
From his result we have ΛB=6.

In the case n=4, the Riemann-Hurwitz relation is

2=N(m-2)+V

Then possible solutions are 7 = 0 , N=2, m=3, 7 = 0 , N=l, ra=4 and 7 = 1 , N=l,
m=3 which does not occur.

The maximal number of conformal self-mapping of domains of connectivity
4 is equal to 12 and in this case each conformal self mapping other than iden-
tity fixes one boundary component and permutes the other three boundary com-
ponents [1]. We show that there are no boundary preserving maps of degree
two on such a domain D12. In fact, if there were a boundary preserving map
/ of degree two, the image domain would be a triply connected, and one bound-
ary component is covered by two boundary components of D12 and the other
two are covered by the remained two boundary components twice. Hence in-
terchange of the two sheets of the Riemanian image f(D12) would induce a con-
formal mapping which fixes two boundary components.

Next large order of conformal automorphism of a domain of connectivity 4
is 8 since any order divides the order of symmetric group S4. Such a domain
is conformally represented as a domain D8 whose boundary components are four
circular arcs on the unit circle, whose length are all 2h<π/i and whose mid-
points are 1, t, —1, —/. The conformal automorphism of D8 is generated iz
and 1/z. The analytic map

is boundary preserving and of degree 2. The boundary components of the image
domain are segments [0, tan2ft], [tan2(π/4—/ι), tan2(ττ/4+/z)] and [cot2/ι, oo].
f(z) is invariant under 1/z and fv(z)=f(ivz), ρ=0, 1, 2, 3 yield four boundary
preserving analytic maps. In order to show that those four are the whole
boundary preserving maps of degree 2, we investigate self conformal maps of
the image domain Δ. Clearly 1/w is a self conformal map of Δ and we have

l/Λfe)=Λ+«W (mod 4).

If Δ has another self conformal map, it has six conformal maps. Then Δ is
conformally equivalent to a circular slit plane with the boundary components
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/ = 0, 1,2,

The linear transformation

( l + ι tan

π

-(l-ι tan (f+*))

maps the circular slit domain onto a parallel slit domain with the slits

and

tan (~q~+&) —tan k tan f-g-+&j+tan k

tan ~o~+&)+tan k tan ~ t a n

tan (-J- —tan ( y —

If the image domain Δ has six self conformal maps, we have the following
equations.

sin 26
tan2/ι =

sin -n-π

tan2 l^—h) =

. π
smy

smί-o-

which is equivalent to

sin 2k = tan2/z

V3 /1+tan A \2

2 \ 1-tan
n γ
T)

It is elementary that this simultaneous equation has no solutions for 0<k<π/6.
Thus total number of boundary preservmg maps is equal to 8+4=12.

Since there does not exist a 4-ply connected domain with conformal auto-
morphism of order 6, the maximal number of conformal self mappings of such
a domain next to 8 is equal to 4. Such a domain has a conformal representa-
tion as a circular slit annulus l/R<\z\<R (R>1) slit along two symmetric
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circular arcs on the unit circle. Clearly fi(z)—z2 and f2{z)—l/z2 are boundary
preserving maps of degree two. The image domain of the circular slit annulus
under fx is triply connected and there exist at most six boundary preserving
maps of degree two. For the domains with conformal automorphism of order
less than 4, the number of boundary preserving maps is at most 6. Hence we
obtain

THEOREM 3. The total number of boundary preserving maps of a A-ply con-

nected domain is at most 12 and Ai=l2.
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